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School Chair Footrest
The footrest is designed to clamp to the legs of standard
school chairs. To assemble and fit to your chair you will need
two 13mm spanners. (Not supplied.)

Assembly of parts of school chair footrest

Brackets:
20mm diameter

Determine height of footrest required:Adjust the legs of the footrest to the correct height for the child.
The height can be adjusted between 115 and 160mm by
depressing the spring loaded button. Slide the leg until the
button inserts and locks in the hole required for the height
selected.
Ensure the button has popped back fully through the hole,
locking the leg at the selected height.

Button to adjust
height of legs of
footrest

To assemble and attach the footrest:!Slide the brackets into the footrest.
!You will now need to unscrew the fixing assembly, in order to
slide the bracket onto the chair legs. You may need to ease
open the brackets using tools to allow the fixing to be fitted to
the legs. Before securing the fixing assembly ensure the
footrest is at the correct height and that the platform is level and
stable.
!Cover the ends of the fixing assembly with the plastic sleeves
provided.
See order of fixing assembly:-

Tightening the fixing assembly
!Before use check that the
footrest is securely fitted with
a level platform and with all
legs fully resting on the floor.
Ensure that the footrest
platform can be folded away
under the chair.

Footrest Positions:In use the footrest should be
resting squarely on the floor.
When not in use or for
transfers on to the school chair
the footrest can be folded
under the chair and is
supported by the fixing
assembly. Always fold by
holding the front of the footrest.

Please note: Our footrest will fit infant size chairs as shown. If a
footrest is needed for a junior size classroom chair, please
contact us for details of larger size clamps and legs to use with
your school chair footrest.
CAUTIONS:
! Ensure the footrest is stable before use.
!Always ensure the height adjustment button is
protruding well through the hole when adjusted and during
use
!Check fittings periodically to ensure footrest is safely
secured to school chair
!Be aware when folding or touching the footrest that you
do not run the risk of pinching or trapping of hands /
fingers
!Do not stand on footrest using it as a footstool

WARRANTY
The product is guaranteed from date of purchase for one
year.
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